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Since the very beginning of X-rays discovery, about one hundred years ago, there has 
been an ongoing development of technological means, focusing on image quality and imaging 
capabilities improvement, as well as on awareness and radiation dosage reduction.  

 
   Films were commonly used in fields as conventional imaging, mammography, heart 

catheterization, angiography and dentistry. However, in the last few years, there has been a 
transition towards computerized systems using Computerized Radiography (CR) and Flat 
Detectors (FD). These developments enable us to view X-ray images on computer screens, 
substituting the conventional films, and making it possible to use digital image processing. 
These technologies, which are being used in the market for almost a decade now, are pushing 
aside the traditional imaging devices, letting them slowly fade away ; they are progressing 
towards computerized systems in the CR technology, with a promising future advancement 
towards FD. It is estimated that on the one hand medical instruments suppliers will enhance 
the new imaging products marketing and that the spare parts for old equipment will slowly 
disappear on the other hand. 

 
Although the new technology is saving dosage per each single picture, it may case up to 

2-3 times of the radiation dosage per medical X-ray procedure. Following is a review of the 
main new future technological developments in the field of medical X-ray imaging : 
 

• CR is a method where a mobile cassette holding a radiation sensitive board replaces 
the traditional cassette. Radiation that hits the board would transform the electrons 
into a meta-stable level, which would be released by a particular wavelength laser 
beam. Under these conditions, a radiation intensity light-  correlated would be emitted 
from the board, and would be detected by a laser sensitive photodiode. This device 
enables to transform an existing radiology institute into a kind that produces digital 
images, simply by replacing the cassettes and the cassettes' reader, and adding a 
computerized viewing system and an information storage system. 

 

• The transition from Imaging Intensifier II to FD was needed because of the lack in 
technology that would be capable of acquiring the fast changing information, namely, 
the information we get from angiography rooms and catheterization rooms. Most of 
the developments included picture quality improvement, along a decrease in the 
radiation’s dosage needed to produce a single picture. 

 

• Multi-Slice CT (MSCT) is a CT new method that scans a large volume of the patient, 
using multi- row detectors (during axial or spiral scan).  

 

• Dual energy technique enables better and more accurate diagnosing abilities in the 
field of chest X-rays and mammography. The technique is known for many years, but 
the modern computerized abilities enable the use of this technique in a simpler way 
and with less radiation. 



 
• In the past, tracing and diagnosing changes in high-risk groups was impossible; 

however, the Temporal Subtraction method now allows us to do so. This technique 
compares and subtracts a current image from an existing archive image, and any 
routine follow up would show the changes in the high-risk group patient. 

 
• Image processing software can detect and mark the lung nodule suspected area. This 

gives the radiologist new abilities that in the past were clinically experience 
dependant. 

 
• Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) software is becoming widely common in early 

prognosis and additional analysis in the field of mammography. 
 

• Radiologists have the possibility to receive a 3D images sequence where they may 
search the vascular system or the gastrointestinal tract for stenosis or any other 
pathology on this tract. 

 
• PACS – Digital technology created the need for digital archives, which requires 

archive managers. This enables the use of remote viewing stations, the ability to 
interchange an image between two units, and such. In addition to the images local 
mobility, remote clinics may be connected to medical centers using the Internet. With 
the help of Teleradiology, experts from information centers may then analyze the 
findings and assist with the solution to the problem. However, PACS caused the 
manufacturers to deal with data safety problems, preventing unauthorized people from 
getting a patient’s data and keeping the patient’s privacy. 

                                                               
The new age of imaging systems dramatically improved diagnosis abilities and imaging 

quality. New technologies open the door to better imaging that is able to view details that 
were once unnoticeable to the human eye, and all that while using lower radiation dosage per 
image. However, since digital devices usage became so easy, it might ironically increase 
exposure to radiation by increasing the number of images taken per patient and by getting the 
needed information for the presentations of the new computerizes images. Thus, larger 
radiation dosage could be delivered to the patients (up to 2-3 times). 

 
This situation puts modern medical radiography justification and optimization to the test. 

The greatest challenge for those using modern radiation devices is basically to use them 
wisely. With the right guidance and training to effectively use medical radiology devices, we 
can decrease future radiation risks to both population and staff.  


